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Panel Blind Assembly Instructions 

Before you begin, please unpack your Panel Blind and identify the components below. 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

                           

 

Front Panels - Top & 

Bottom Frame Members (6) 

Wing Panels - Top Frame 

Member (2) 

Wing Panels - Bottom Frame 

Member (2) 

 

Crossbar (1) 

Gun Holders (3) Weights Bags (2) 

The below components are NOT needed for initial assembly.  Set them aside for now. 

Front Tie-down Assembly (1) 
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Start by laying the cover flat on the ground with camo side down.  Arrange the metal frame members in 

the appropriate location (See parts list).  Front panel top & bottom frame members (6) and wing panel 

top members (2) and bottom members (2) should lineup with the cover.  Hint:  The long leg of the wing 

panel frame members go towards the inside of the blind adjacent to each front panel (as pictured below).  

Loosen the Velcro, attach the rods to the vertical frame members and then re-attach the Velcro. 

After all top and bottom members have been installed, stand the blind upright 

and fold wing panels inward to support the blind.  At this point the blind is 

assembled.  Please follow the next steps for setup instructions in the field. 

Wing Panel (2) Front Panel (3) 
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For daily setup in the field follow these instructions: 

Unfold and setup your Panel Blind 

Assemble the crossbar (Pictured above) in one long section with all plastic attachment fittings facing the same 

direction.  There will be 2 double bar attachments and 1 attachment on each end.  

 

 

                                     

 

Snap the cross bar into place making sure each double attachment fittings and the end fittings are securely in place on 

the front panel steel tubes.  Do not attach to the steel tubes that form the Wing Panels. 

 

 

 

Double Bar Attachment End Attachment 

Attach to front right and front left 

panel member, not the far end Wing 

Panels. 

X Not here 

When installed correctly, the cross bar should lay flat against all 3 front panels and hold it securely to prevent 

it from caving-in when stubble and vegetation is installed in the front stubble straps. 
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Finally, we have included a Tie-down Assembly pictured on page 1 and a small pouch with additional tent 

stakes.  To use the tie-down, press the long stake in the ground about 10 to 15 feet in front of the blind.  Then 

locate the cutout in the front of the blind to access the crossbar.  Buckle the strap securly around the cross bar 

and tighten the rope.  The rope can be adjusted using the small plastic adjuster.  We strongly encourage using 

the stakes and tie-down for additional stability and safety. 

 

We sincerely hope you enjoy your new Rig’Em Right® Panel Blind.  Please be careful in the 

field, keep all guns secure and return home safely with a lot of birds to clean and eat.  We 

appreciate the support. 

Please checkout www.RigEmRight.com for more of our waterfowl gear and other helpful info. 

Our Panel Blind includes two camo Weight Bags 

(pictured left) that can be filled with sand, rocks, lead 

or whatever and clipped to the loops on the far end of 

each wing panels.  This will improve stability and 

reduce the chance of the blind blowing over when the 

wind is behind you, which is afterall, the desired wind 

direction for succesful fowling.  

 

Another cool feature is our included gun rests.   These 

can be attached to the cross bar by snapping them into 

place, tilted upward as pictured.  Slide to the desired 

location and secure in place with the included screws. 

Do not over tighten!  There is no need to remove them 

once the are installed. Just please be careful when 

storing your cross bar that the plastic components do 

not get stepped on and damaged. 

http://www.rigemright.com/

